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ଶୀନୃସିଂହୋତ  ଶୀରାମଚ  ପଣୀତ

{॥ ଶୀନୃସିଂହୋତ  ଶୀରାମଚ  ପଣୀତ ॥}

Introduction:-

Ahobilam is a pilgrimage centre situated in Andhra pradesh, India.

It has temples dedicated to Lord Narasimha. The Lord is said to have

appeared here from a pillar, destoyed the famous demon Hiranyakasipu

and given darsan to Prahlada. The temples are very old, over 1000 years old.

It has attracted many saints and devotees who had sung in praise of the

Lord who is an avatar or incarnation of Vishnu

It is said in Harivamsa (Seshadharma) that Sri Rama visited Ahobilam

during His wanderings in search of Sita and prayed to Lord Narasimha

for succes of His endeavour. These verses form His prayer.

In the last verse it is said that these verses are known as Panchamritam.

Hari (ହରିଃ।) is one of the names of Vishnu - (No.360 in the Vishnu

Sahasranama Stotram).

ହରିଃ - ସତିୃ ମାେତ ଣ ପଂୁସାଂ ପାପଂ ସଂସାରଂ ଵା ହରତୀତି।

He removes the sins and ignorance that is the cause of the cycle of

repeated birth and death just by being thought of. But the word Hari

also means a lion. So, some ascribe this meaning to the name Hari and also

add that the form of the Lord available in Vaikunta is that of Narasimha only.

Nrisimhapurvatapaniya

Upanishad talks about meditating on the Lord. It advises one to meditate on the

form of Narasimha as reclining on the snake-bed of Adisesha in the ocean of milk.

ୀେରାଦାଣଵଶାଯ

ି

ନଂ ନୃେକସରିଂ େଯାଗିଵଦାସୀନଂ େଶଷେଭାଗମଧୂଵୃତ।
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Sri Sankaracharya repeats this idea in the opening verse of his LakShminrisimha

Stotram and addresses Lord Narasimha as ଶୀମେଯାନିଧିନିେକତନ = One

who has the ocean of milk as His residence and

େଭାଗୀ େଭାଗମଣିରାଜିତପଣୁମେୂତ  = whose form is shining with the light

emanating from the gems in the hoods of the serpant king Adisesha. He opines

that the same NArasimha came down and appeared from a pillar in order to remove

the sufferings of His devotee Prahlada. In the tenth verse of the same

Stotra he addresses the Lord as ପହାଦେଖଦପରିହାରପରାଵତାର।

In keeping with this thought, a Tamil saint - Nammalvar, in one of his verses,

had praised the Lord Narasimha and said that his heart yearns to go to

Vaikuntam to have His darsan .

The Vishnu Sahasranama Stotram (VS) refers to Narasimha more than once.

ନାରସିହଵପଃୁ VS(21), ସିଂହଃ VS(488), ଵୀରହା VS(741) and

ସଵପହରଣାଯଧୁଃ VS(1000) are examples.

ଅେହାବିଲଂ ନାରସିଂହଂ ଗଵା ରାମଃ ପତାପଵା ।

ନମୃଵା ଶୀନୃସିଂହ-ମୌଷୀ କମଲାପତି ॥

େଗାଵି େକଶଵ ଜନାଦନ ଵାସେୁଦଵ ଵିେଵଶ ଵିଵ ମଧସୁଦୂନ ଵିଵରୂପ ।

ଶୀପଦ ନାଭ ପରୁୁେଷାମ ପୁରା ନାରାଯଣାଚୁତ ନୃସିଂହ ନେମା ନମେ ॥ ୧॥

େଦଵାଃ ସମାଃ ଖଲୁ େଯାଗିମଖୁାଃ ଗଵ-ଵିଦାଧର-କିନରା ।

ଯାଦମଲୂଂ ସତତଂ ନମି ତଂ ନାରସିଂହଂ ଶରଣଂ ଗେତାଽସି ॥ ୨॥

େଵଦା ସମା ଖଲୁ ଶାଗଭ ଵିଦାଂ ବଲଂ କୀତମତୀଂ ଚ ଲୀ ।
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ଯସ ପସାଦା ପରୁୁଷା ଲଭେ ତଂ ନାରସିଂହଂ ଶରଣଂ ଗେତାଽସି ॥ ୩॥

ବ ହ ା ଶିଵ୍ଵଂ ପରୁୁେଷାମ ନାରାଯେଣାଽେସୗ ମରୁତାଂ ପତି ।

ଚ ାକଵାଵଗି ମରୁଣା ଵେମଵ ତଂ ଵାଂ ସତତଂ ନେତାଽସି ॥ ୪॥

ଵେପ ଽପି ନିତଂ ଜଗତାମେଶଷଂ ସା ଚ ହା ଵିଭୁରପେମଯଃ ।

ତ ାତା ଵେମକିଵିେଧା ଵିଭିନଃ ତଂ ଵାଂ ନୃସିଂହଂ ସତତଂ ନେତାଽସି ॥ ୫॥

ଇତି ୁଵା ରଘେୁଶଃ ପଜୂଯାମାସ ତଂ ହରି ।

ପୁଵୃିଃ ପପାତାଶ ୁତସ େଦଵସ ମଧୂନି ॥

ସାଧ ୁସାଵିତି ତଂ େପାଚୁଃ େଦଵା ଋଷିଗେଣୖଃ ସହ ॥ ୬॥

େଦଵାଃ:-

ରାଘେଵଣ କୃତଂ ୋତ ଂ ପାମତୃମନୁମ ।

ପଠି େଯ ଵିଜଵରାଃ େତଷାଂ ଵଗ ୁଶାଵତଃ ॥ ୭॥

॥ ଓଂ ତ॥
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